The following was sent to the listserv.

Burlington English *CASAS Test Practice* tools can help determine student readiness

Kentucky Skills U instructors can use the Burlington English (BE) *CASAS Test Practice* tools to determine a student’s readiness for the CASAS post assessment. Here’s how.

1. Use the “Test Results” tab in the CASAS Progress section to see each student’s:
   - Attempts on a BE practice test in reading and/or listening
   - CASAS level of the practice test (see the Implementation Guidelines, page 33) and
   - Average score on the practice test(s).

2. Use the BE “Individual Competency Report” and “Group Competency Report” tabs to see student progress in the CASAS competency areas. Since students must gain proficiency in the competencies in order to post assess to a higher NRS level, these tabs also indicate student readiness for the CASAS post assessment.

For questions about Burlington English and these tools, contact Eileen McGinley Ford, eileen.ford@burlingtonenglish.com; cell phone number (317) 771-3431.
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